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Open CNYJ uses a format similar to that of a “big band” to present something that might strike some listeners as not very big. I believe in small as a concept because it is flexible, always in rehearsal by historical control, linear development, multiform order and maybe tendency toward bombardment. But what we intend to show here is instead the opposite: controlled dynamic, contextual small cycles of modular material, and individuality for individuals and for the ensemble.

This ensemble is made up of a few generations’ worth of brilliant innovation, including the great Steve Coleman and several who first came to prominence in his ensembles. Gathered together, the band members represent the state of the art in creative music. The goal with this music is to create an adaptive and stable environment for their ideas and enable them to respond and resonate one another’s actions. In 2012, The Silk Road Ensemble, led by Itsuko Hasegawa, performed at the Kennedy Center for the Americas in October, and received Germany’s ECHO Award as Instrumentalist of the Year. Black棋手 was selected as Best Solo Jazz Trumpet Player of the Year in 2012 in the DownBeat Critics Poll and was named Best Trumpet Player by the Jazz Journalists Association awards.

I am honored to have this opportunity to present this work. Thank you for listening.

Vijay Iyer